ASSET MANAGEMENT
DIPLOMA COURSE
IAM acknowledged 6-day
training course
April/May 2019

IAM Diploma qualification course
Are you seeking the IAM Diploma
qualification in asset management?
Do you have prior knowledge and
experience of asset management?
Are you working in -or preparing forspecialist or management roles in asset
management?
Then join this practical training course!
Dates
30 April 2019, 1 and 2 May 2019
14, 15, 16 May 2019
Language course and exams: English
Location
Hilversum, The Netherlands
Costs
€ 3,950,- (ex. VAT), including course
manual, exercises, exams, drinks, lunch
Quasset Academy
Our IAM training courses are developed in
collaboration with The Woodhouse
Partnership, leaders in professional asset
management. Through Quasset Academy,
we offer a wide variety of asset management
training courses. Quasset Academy is part
of Quasset: building networks, driving
innovation and accelerating digital
transformation in asset management.

Office
Seinstraat 4
1223 DA Hilversum, The Netherlands

Contact
Olav van Wely
+31 (0)35 820 02 88
quasset.com | info@quasset.com

Benefits of this training course
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optimal preparation in six days for the IAM Diploma exam
The training is short, clear, interactive and practical
You learn to apply the standards and processes in your daily
working environment
The training and materials are based on the ISO 55000 and
PAS 55 standards
You obtain a complete overview of all facets
of asset management
Lessons are given exclusively from our IAM
endorsed trainers

This course is especially suited for:
• Engineering and technical managers
• Consultants
• Project managers and engineers
• Operations managers and staff
• Maintenance managers and staff
• Facility managers
• EHS and quality managers and staff
• Finance managers
• Procurement and supply chain
• IT & HR
Participants benefitting from this IAM acknowledged Diploma course
include experienced professionals from many areas within assetintensive organizations. Where the performance of physical assets has
a significant impact on organizational performance.

Developing, influencing, performing
This training course prepares participants for the two-stage examinations
for Diploma qualification. These are comprised of five modules of
Principles of Asset Management and seven modules of Advanced Asset
Management. The program is suited to experienced practitioners with
existing or recent industrial or infrastructure asset management
responsibilities, in particular those to their work environment. Participants
will develop a business-centered appreciation of asset management and
will be better able to influence decisions and the performance of the
organization. The course is
cross-disciplinary and helps
foster teamworking and to
effectively breakdown
departmental silos.

